
 
Dear Families, 

We are writing to let you know of some exciting changes that we are 

implementing here at Adventure Kids. We have redesigned our curriculum!! This 

new curriculum allows for more exploration and creativity for our students while 

streamlining the themes for our teachers.  

The new curriculum has changed in its’ visual appearance, but not in its’ 

content.  We have enriched the curriculum by adding various new science and 

social studies topics along with our existing subjects. Things such as Sight Words 

and Sign Language signs will now be intertwined more with our weekly/monthly 

themes.   

Your child’s day will include: Circle Time, Communication and Language, 

Creative Expression, Fine Motor, Gross Motor, Logic and Math, Science and 

Nature, Sensory Exploration, and Social Interaction. We are now using an online 

Planbook to organize our lesson plans. Each week, we will print the weekly plan 

and post it as usual for your viewing. 

We have also said goodbye to our Author of the Month because our books 

will now be based on our themes rather than focusing on one author. We have 

also decided to go through the alphabet in letter order each month instead of 

random letters. ( A, B, C, etc...)  

Last but not least, in order to make your child’s transition between the two 

school locations smoother, we have decided to use the same curriculum at both 

locations. This way when your child goes to our Pleasant St. location, they will be 

learning by using the same curriculum they are accustomed to, but at a more age 

appropriate level preparing them for kindergarten.   

We hope you will enjoy this new and improved curriculum. We are 

confident it will build on what we were previously using, making each student 

better equipped and prepared for the continuation of their academic journey.  



 
If you have any questions or concerns, please let us know! 

 


